In the dedicatory letter to Stella (Bowen) 
As the novel comes to a close, the bits of information can be pieced together to provide a full picture of the "foursquare coterie". This picture is finally completed im part IV and turns out to be one of ultimate despair: Edward is dead, Nancy has become a walking shadow which Dowell keeps from fading away, and Leonora is immersed in the task of propagating the human race. The final revelations are enlightening to the reader and relieve the tension in relation to the plot.
For Dowell, however, "the path through the maze" has not been found and in that respect the recollection has proved fruitless: the past has not shed any light upon the present.
In the final chapter, talking about Nancy in her madness, he refers to her pretty face as a "picture without a meaning"é Ironically, after having photographed the recesses of his memory in the search for the truth, ali there is left for Dowell is also a "picture without a meaning". Dowell's problem is that he cannot reach any satisfactory conclusion as to the relation between appearances and realities, love-hatred, reason-feelings, spirit-flesh. Entrenched in his manicheism, he refuses to accept the mixed nature of life and man and remains at a loss trying to extract coherence from ambiguity.
The maze is the truth, but Dowell's mind cannot comprehend that. The reader alone receivesthe illumination.
In line with the design of the narrative, the last paragraphs in the books do not resemble a conventional 
